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Obviously there are two
types of dreams that we
are considering in this
magazine.
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How To Nurture Your
Goals And Dreams
By: Wendy Betterini

O

One of the most powerful things
we can do for ourselves is make a
conscious effort to nurture our goals
and dreams. After all, isn’t nurturing
care what makes everything grow?
Think of the nurturing energy you
provide to your children, your pets,
your spouse, and even your own
personal development. Without
nurturing care, living things will die.
Our dreams and goals are certainly
living things, breathed into being
by our own thoughts. It is vital to
nurture them and encourage them
to grow and thrive, or else they
will surely perish. Though this may
sound like common sense advice,
it’s amazing how many of us don’t
do this.

unnecessary debris that could stunt
the growth of your dreams. If it’s too
late and you’ve already planted the
ideas, you can simply uproot them
momentarily and begin again with
fresh soil.
Feed Them - The most important
sustenance you can feed to your
dreams is love. Treat your dreams like
your most precious creations. Hold
them close to your heart and continue
to breathe loving life into them. Hold
them in a place of prominence in
your mind and continue to believe in
them. Dreams and goals must be fed
with positive thoughts at least daily,
preferably several times a day. Give
them nourishing snacks of happy
encouragement and watch them grow
fat and happy.

Following are the six ways to keep
your dreams alive, and even better - Water Them - Water is the bearer of
make them thrive!
emotion and feeling. Lend as much
emotional feeling to your dreams
Provide a Fertile Foundation - If as you can, because emotion is
you begin planting your dreams in what gives your dreams energy and
a heart and mind that is polluted animation. Visualize the outcome of
with negativity or scattered with your dreams and goals, and infuse this
doubts, they will not be able to vision with emotion. Feel the joy and
thrive properly. Before beginning satisfaction of realizing your dreams.
the planting process, sweep away all Embrace them and shed happy tears
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for their beauty. Feel your heart lift
with awe and thanksgiving, and allow
those feelings to infuse your dreams
with the power to become real.

is rarely a one-time activity. Rather,
we need to consistently evaluate
our progress, and adjust our actions
accordingly.

Give Them Light - Let the light
shine upon your dreams, in the
form of inspiration and optimism.
Jealously guard your dreams from
negativity like a mother bear guards
her cubs from danger. If others put
your dreams down, the absolute
worst thing you could do is to agree
with them. Honor your dreams no
matter what, no matter how stupid
or worthless others may think they
are. What others think does not
matter, only your own opinion
counts. Holding your dreams in high
regard will always keep a positive light
shining upon them.

Give Them Room to Grow - Part
of the pruning process described
above is what will create more room
for your dreams to grow bigger and
better. But you can also take a look
at whether your original dreams were
self-limiting in any way. Perhaps you
held back out of fear or hesitation,
and now you feel you are capable
of more. Remove all doubts and
uncertainties and make as much
room for your dreams as you can.
Once they begin to grow and take
shape, they will expand and fill the
space you provided for them. At that
point, you might need to readjust
everything again and make even more
Prune Them - Our dreams and goals room. One can hope, right?
will often change over time, just as
we do. The older and wiser we get, Wendy Betterini is a freelance writer
we might realize that the dreams of
who strives to motivate, uplift, and
our youth might not suit us as we
inspire you to make your dreams a
are today. Periodically, take some reality. Visit her website, http://www.
time to re-evaluate your dreams and
WingsForTheHeart.com for more
goals. Take a closer look at them and positive thoughts to help you on your
decide if any aspects might be pruned
journey.
away or revised slightly. Goal-setting
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Why Keeping Your Dreams
In Front Of You
Is KEY To Your Success
By: Tal Fighel

L

Let me ask you a simple question. “Now
that you have your own business and
you are working night and day to make
it work, do you know the important
value of knowing and writing down
YOUR dreams? Do you even have a
dream?”
So what’s your dream? Do you even
know why you really started your
business?
For many people, starting their business
whether it is online or offline is really
up to them. Many start it because they
‘want’ to work for themselves but fail to
make that ‘want’ their ‘dream’ or their
‘burning desire’.
It is important to know all of this, but
it is even more important to have your
dreams right in front of you all the
time. Why? Well, as you may know by
now, it isn’t easy to build any business,
especially online.

You may experience many failures
along the way. People will reject
you. People will laugh at you. I am
talking about friends, family, and coworkers. People will tell you that your
business will not work. It is called
negative brainwash. That is ONE
of the MAJOR reasons why people
never make it in business.

6. Going to a car dealership and buying
any car in cash.
7. Buying a house on the lake.

You may not even see much results after
8. Getting out of debt forever.
a few weeks or even months.
Whatever the situation is, you need to
keep your dreams right in front of you
all the time so that you never quit, and
so that you eventually succeed.
Your dreams can be about anything.
This will keep your juices flowing all
the time. You could stick them on the
fridge so that you see them in front of
you everyday.

9. Spending more time with your
family. Being able to wake up on the
weekdays when everyone is at work and
have tickle fights with your kids. Why?
Because you are financially free.

Here are some ‘dreams’ that people have
when they get into business. I use these
everyday to keep me going. You can use
them too.

So, go to sleep tonight and think about
your dreams. Focus on them. Write
them down. Post them on your fridge.
Whatever your dreams are, you need
to keep them in front so that they keep
you going when things are not going
well for you.

10. Having the time to go to a movie
with your kids in the noon-hours when
everyone is working.

1. The desire to be your own boss.
Waking up whenever you want. Work
whenever you like. Take a break at any
Thinking and focusing on your dreams
time that you choose.
and making a commitment to reach
2. How about taking a vacation wherever them will not let you quit, ever.
you like, whenever you like.
3. To not always think about money
and to buy whatever you want.
4. People laugh at you now, but when
you succeed they will look up to you.
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They will give you and your business the
respect that you were looking for when
you started your business.
5. To buy nice things for your husband
or your wife.

Tal Fighel is earning Residual and
Leveraged Income from home on the
internet. Learn how you can do it too
here www.talfighel.com

Developing Success
T h r o u g h Yo u r D re a m s

M

Many people will agree, there are things that happen in the universe
that remain a mystery to us. Dream are just one phenomenon that
man cannot explain. One thing we are learning about dream is that
they seem to act in certain ways. Observing how your dreams work
can do a lot to increase your success. Here are some phenomenon
that you might find in your own dreams. You might even want to
try a few of these suggestions to see how they work for you. You
might be pleasantly surprised.
• Think about a problem a lot. If a period of intense mental work
on a problem precedes sleep, the subconscious mind has been
“instructed” that this is important, and will continue to work on
the problem during sleep.

• Write the problem down, and what qualities the solution may
have, just before going to sleep.
• Practice with simple things. See if you can get yourself to imagine
a new kind of furniture, or a new poem in a dream. Some song
composers claim to have dreamed about a song, then woken up
to quickly write it down. Hearers agree, such songs usually are
quite wonderful.
• Keep paper and pen by the side of the bed. Write down any ideas
you have when you wake up. The process encourages your mind
to have even more ideas. A tape recorder is even better, because
you can use it without a light and quickly go back to sleep.
• If you wake up without an alarm, you are more likely to
remember your dreams. If you need an alarm for work, try problem

solving in dreams over the weekend.
• As soon as you wake up, quickly review any dreams you can
recall. This “sets” them in your mind before you can forget them.
Then you can think back on them later, to see if there is anything
useful there.
• If you don’t need sound sleep, try sleeping on the floor or in
another slightly uncomfortable way. The repeated waking up and
going back to sleep gives you more opportunities to remember
dreams. I took notes on nine dreams one night in this way, and
had two good ideas from them.
You can get good ideas in a dream. You can also have good ideas
and solutions to problems come to you the next morning after
you wake up. Review the problem mentally in the morning to

encourage this latter process.
Are these scientifically “proven” techniques. No. Try to measure
the “value” of an idea scientifically. Try to say what counts as an
idea, in order to see if the frequency increases when using these
little tricks. Scientific proof in this area is difficult for now, but
people have had productive dreams for thousands of years, and
there is nothing harmful in trying to find an answer in a dream.
Why not give it a try?
Excerpt from “It Came To Me In A Dream” by Steve Gillman.
For more ways to Solve Problems, and to get the Brain Power
Newsletter and other free gifts, visit: www.IncreaseBrainPower.com/
solveproblems.html

Sleep for Success

A

By: Jon Gordon

As I write this it’s 11pm and I’m in a hotel
room in Chicago, getting ready to give a
seminar tomorrow. It’s late and I can’t sleep.
I can’t sleep because there’s loud music
playing in the room next to me. Besides
wondering why they don’t make hotel walls
thicker, I’m thinking, appropriately, about
the importance of sleep right now.
Sleep is truly tied to every facet of your life
and if you don’t get enough sleep, nothing
else will work very well. Think of what
happens to a phone battery or computer
battery when it is not recharged. It runs
out of energy and this is what happens to
us when we don’t recharge with sleep. There
is a mountain of research and evidence
that demonstrates how a lack of sleep
negatively impacts our mood, stress levels,
alertness, weight, ability to process glucose,
performance, and reaction times. The fact is,
you can’t replace sleep with a double latte,
although many of us are trying. A lack of
sleep is one of the main reasons why so
many people are so tired today. Sleeping
more is one of the best ways to boost our
energy. Think of sleep as the way to plug
into the energy your body and brain need
to rejuvenate and regenerate. According to
David G. Meyers, author of The Pursuit
of Happiness, happy people live active,
vigorous lives yet they reserve time for
renewing sleep and solitude. So get some
sleep and get happy!
Since there are many conflicting studies on
how much someone should sleep, when
people ask me I say, “Sleep until you feel
great.” Each person is different, and while
some people truly only need 4 hours a night,
most of us need between 7 and 8 hours.
To determine how much sleep you need
consider the following rules:
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Sleep Rules
• If you have to rely on caffeine to wake you
up during the day, you are likely not getting
enough sleep.
• If you wake up tired, you are likely not
going to bed early enough.
• If you feel sluggish during the day and you
eat an energizing diet and you exercise, you
are probably not getting enough sleep.
Sleep Tips
• Do your own energy experiments and
determine how much sleep you need to
feel your best. Go to bed a little earlier each
night to see how much sleep makes you feel
the most rested in the morning.
• Get a Tivo, tape your late-night shows,
and get the sleep you need to operate at
peak performance.
• Make your sleep time a ritual. Every night
go to bed at the same time.
• Reduce stress and caffeine to improve
your sleep.
• Before bedtime write in a journal to clear
you mind.
• Nap for 20 to 30 minutes for a rejuvenating
and recharging power nap if you did not get
adequate sleep the night before. Research
demonstrates the power of a power nap and
it is an amazing way to reenergize during
the day if you can find the 20-30 minutes
and a comfortable place to do it. Any longer
than 30 minutes can make you more tired,
research shows, so stick to 20-30 minutes
when napping.
Jon Gordon, known as America’s #1 Energy
Coach, is the author of Energy Addict and
The 10-Minute Energy Solution. Visit www.
GetEnergizedTODAY.com for free tips to
energize your life.
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10 Tips
To Stimulate Success
Thru Your Dreams

C

Changing your attitude and mindset to
achieve success is so much easier than
you might think. Just 10 small changes
in your attitude can make a world of
difference.
You’ve got to have a dream.
It doesn’t matter what it is Before you can
get anywhere but a random destination
you have to decide where it is you really
want to go.
It doesn’t matter what your background
is, or how much disapproval you might
have to face. If your parents are insisting
that you stay at school, or you have
a family that you need a day job to
support, that’s fine. You can still take
time each day to plan your goals and
visualize yourself achieving them.
The opportunities are just as great for
seniors as for schoolkids, too. Colonel
Sanders, of Kentucky Fried Chicken
fame, and writer Catherine Cookson
are just two of the people who have
started a new career long after their
contemporaries had consigned their
own dreams to oblivion -- and made a
fortune.
Choose something you love so much
it doesn’t seem like work at all.
No matter how talented you are, you’re
going to have to work extremely hard
Success Profiles

By: Aislinn O’Connor

to be successful. That’s why it has to be
YOUR goal, not one you’ve chosen to
please someone else.
Believe in yourself, and don’t ever be
discouraged.
If you’re really dedicated to your dream,
you have the talent to learn the skills
you need.
Learn everything you can about the
thing you love.
If spending hours on the Internet or in
the Library soaking up everything you
can possibly find out about the subject
seems hard work, you need to ask yourself
if this dream’s really yours, or someone
else’s. But if you lose all track of time in
learning all the skills and information
that you need, you’re on the right track
for unparalleled success.
Accept the chance to do some work
-- unpaid.
That doesn’t mean you need to allow
yourself to be exploited, but when you’re
starting out you lack experience. Some
unpaid work in an area related to your
dream can often be an easy way of getting
that -- and it can sometimes bring about
the very break you’re looking for.

help you make connections to develop
fresh ideas.
A broad perspective helps you be the
first to see the application of new trends
and techniques to your field of interest
-- and this ability alone can make your
fortune.

Develop new ideas.

9. Do the things you love, and love the
things you do.
This kind of passionate enthusiasm’s the
basis of charisma -- the most successattracting quality you can develop.

No matter what your dreams involve,
it’s vital to success. With proper tools
and training, nearly anyone can make
a wheel, but the genius who changed
the world was the person who invented
one.

The people who convey their knowledge,
sing their songs, write novels, act a role,
or direct their movies with energy and
vividness and an obvious delight in what
they’re doing are the most convincing
and persuasive people on the planet.

Creative ideas aren’t hard to come by
-- in fact, your mind’s already full of
them.

People don’t REALLY pay for information,
or for entertainment. They pay for
information they’ve been persuaded
is correct, and entertainment they’re
persuaded is just for them; and the people
who persuade them best are those who
love their subject with a passion.
10. Remember that the law of success
in any field is always “give and take”,
not “take and give”.

If you spend time each day with a pen
and notebook, or a computer and a
brainstorming program, you’ll find
yourself producing them in droves.
Use them to improve your products and
procedures, help your customers to solve
their problems, or write about them
for a newsletter, magazine or e-book,
and you’ll quickly be the person other
people in your area of interest turn to
-- an acknowledged expert. This will get
you noticed by the people who can help
you most.
Expect to learn something new and
valuable each day.
Don’t go to bed before you have learned
something new and valuable! That way,
you’ll have the information that will

The more you learn, the more you know.
The more you practice, the more skillful you
become. The more you think, the more ideas
you have. The more you give out in creative
energy, the more successful you will be, and
the more you skimp on any of those things, the
more the world will hold back its rewards.
Aislinn O’Connor is a motivational writer and
personal development consultant specializing
in helping you to use your inner, subconscious
mind to transform your life and circumstances.
For helpful tools and lots more information, visit
www.access-your-peak-performance-zone.com.
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Top 5 Reasons Why You’re
Not Living Your Dream

5. “I don’t think anyone will
approve of my dream.”

By: Leila Johnson

1

1. “I’m too old to make a change.”
Maybe you’re over 30 and settled
in your career. You don’t even want
to think about making a move
somewhere else. Besides, at this point
in your life, you’re supposed to be
doing what you want, right?
For some reason we seem to think
that we have to “act our age”. But
what does that mean? Where is there
a definition of what it means to be a
certain age?
The next time you think you’re too
old to make a change, think about
Colonel Sanders and Wally Amos.
Age is truly nothing more than a
number.
2. “I need more money.”
You might have dreams of owning
your own business. You automatically
think about all the money you’ll
need to do that. Just the thought of
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Listen to those inner voices.
Acknowledge the ideas that keep
popping into your head. Make
note of what you do in your
spare time. Ask yourself if you
would do these things even if
you weren’t getting paid. Or, ask
if you would do them as a hobby
even if you won the lottery.

You’ve been thinking about
making a change in your career.
But what will people think of
you? Will they believe that you
can be successful? Will they be
waiting for you to fail?

it overwhelms you and stops you in
your tracks.
Using money as a reason not to
change is just another excuse. Sure, it
does take money to start a business.
But who says we have to have all
the money at once? Sometimes just
the process of planning out our
dreams makes what seems impossible,
possible.
When you start to visualize your
dreams, new opportunities open
up for you. You may even find
options that don’t require that much
money.
3. “I’m afraid to make a change.”
You may have made a career move in
the past and things didn’t turn out
like you expected. Maybe your boss
didn’t treat you well or you weren’t
challenged enough. Now you might
be afraid to make the same mistake
again.

Fear can take over and paralyze us.
The funny thing is that most of
the things we fear generally do not
become a reality. When we come
up with reasons why we can’t make
a move, we are just avoiding true
happiness.
Basing your future on events that
happened in the past is a sure way of
stopping yourself from growing. It’s
best to learn from the past so that you
can move forward.
4. “I don’t have time to try to live
my dream.”
You may be so focused on your daily
duties that you don’t stop to think
about your dreams. They might be
buried deep within.
Some of us have spent so much time
trying to make a living that we really
don’t have a life. We haven’t taken the
time to learn what we are passionate
about.

We often sabotage ourselves
by worrying about what other
people think of us. A family
member, co-worker, or friend
passes judgment on our dreams.
All of a sudden, that’s enough to
stop us from moving forward.
You have the right to do what
makes you happy. As long as
you are not hurting anyone,
including yourself, go for it. You
might upset some people in the
process. But, ultimately, it is
your life.
Leila is co-owner of DataScribe(tm) in New Mexico.
Their newsletter, the “MicroBusiness Gazette” provides
tips and resources to empower
small businesses. Leila’s unique
approach to professional
development is captured in
her workshop program and
forthcoming book called
“Driving to Success: Let Your
Spirit Take the Wheel”.
www.datascribe.biz
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Yield To Dreams
By: Jim Clemmer

I

In the early 1950s, Florence Chadwick
became the first woman to swim the
English Channel in both directions.
During her first attempt, she had been
swimming for hours and was getting very
near to the English coast. That’s when
the seas turned much colder and heavy
swells developed. A dense fog settled in
blocking everything from view with a
chilly wet blanket. As Florence’s pace
slowed and energy drained, her mother
called through the fog from one of the
small boats following behind, “Come
on, Florence, you can make it. It’s only a
little further.” But she was exhausted and
couldn’t go any further. As she slumped
in the boat, Florence felt defeated and
was heartbroken when she realized how
close she’d come. Later she told the
media, “I am not offering excuses, but
I think I could have made it if I had
been able to see my goal.” On her next
attempt, Florence developed a powerful
mental image of the coast of England.
She memorized every coastal feature and

replayed those images again and again
in her mind. This time she encountered
the same discouraging conditions as
before. But her vision saw her through
to success.Carl Hiebert also used
visioning to reach his goal of being
the first person to fly an ultralight
across Canada during Expo 86 in
Vancouver. It took him five years of
planning and preparation. The 58day adventure featured an emergency
crash landing, severe weather, and
numerous other natural and humanmade challenges. Here’s how Carl
describes the key role vision played
in his unprecedented achievement,
“As the pavilions of the World’s Fair
became visible, I was surprised by how
familiar they looked...then it struck
me. I had seen this view many times
through the process of visualization...
I had pasted a photograph of my
ultralight in the sky just above the
cluster of pavilions, and almost every
day, for the next twelve months, I had

“Hope is a
waking dream.”
— Aristotle
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spent a few minutes staring at that
picture, imaging myself arriving safely
at Expo. Visualizing my victorious
arrival had become the proverbial
carrot hung just beyond the doubts
and difficulties. It had been the
incentive I needed to stay with my
commitment.”
A big part of Florence and Carl’s
extraordinary achievements came from
their ability to tap into the mighty
power of a vision. They aren’t alone.
Extensive research in the last few decades
on peak performance, leadership,
personal effectiveness, adaptability to
change, world-class athletes, and even
the healing process, clearly shows the
central role vision plays in success.
Most organizations, social movements,
world records, new products or services,
and remarkable achievements began as
a figment of someone’s imagination.
Somebody had a thought that turned
into a dream. That dream grew even as
the dreamer was being ridiculed and told

“Take time to dream! In each creative mind a dream takes wings
and moves in graceful flow until it permeates the soul in relentless
and persistent longing. The dream keeps urging ‘It could be.’
It won’t let go ‘til the dreamer heeds and shapes it into reality.”

to “get real.” In 1924, Thomas Watson Sr.
was heavily in debt when he came home
one evening and proudly announced that
his struggling Computing-TabulatingRecording Company would now be called
International Business Machines (IBM).
Hearing this, his 10 year-old son, who
later became a key figure in IBM’s growth,
“stood in the doorway of the living room
thinking, ‘That little outfit?’” Coupled
with disciplined action, dreams become
a magnetized vision that attracts the
people, events, and circumstances needed
to achieve the breakthrough.
The word vision comes from the Latin
root meaning “to see.” What we see
depends upon where we look – our
focus. A dream or vision is one of the
most powerful forces in the universe.
Like any mighty energy, our visions
can help or hurt us because they are
self-fulfilling prophecies. If we see
ourselves as helpless victims to changes
coming at us, we will be. If our attitude
is “same old crap, different day.” we’ll

get what we asked for. If we don’t talk
to ourselves because we don’t like to
deal with such a low class of people,
our poor self-image won’t improve. If
we focus on the thieves, liars, and idiots
all around us, we’ll miss the saints that
walk among us (a little girl, riding in
the front seat of the car beside her
mother, asked, “where are all the stupid
jerks today?” Her mother replied,
“They only come out when your
father’s driving”). If we see little but
frustration, dead ends, and career or
family traps in our future, that’s where
we’re headed. A skeptical “realist” lives
by the philosophy “I’ll believe it when
I see it.” A dreamer harnesses the vision
force and successfully moves through
life knowing “I’ll see it when I believe
it.”
Our vision or imagination is the center
point that focuses and guides our
choices, authenticity, passion, spirit,
growth and development, and energy.
The remarkable blind and deaf author,

Helen Keller, once said, “nothing is
more tragic than someone who has
sight, but no vision.” We can’t leave
the incredible magnetic power of
vision unharnessed. Left on their own,
our thoughts often pull us toward the
reasons why we can’t succeed rather
than the many reasons we can. To
increase our effectiveness, we need to
actively and consciously attract into our
lives what we truly want. We need to
ensure the picture of our future is what
we prefer, not the dark images of our
fears, doubts, and insecurities that will
then come true. Organization, team,
and personal improvement starts with
“imagineering.”
Excerpted from Jim’s fourth bestseller,
Growing the Distance: Timeless Principles
for Personal, Career, and Family Success.
Jim Clemmer is an internationally
acclaimed keynote speaker, workshop/
retreat leader, and management team
developer on leadership, change, customer
focus, culture, teams, and personal growth.
His web site is www.clemmer.net.

“To accomplish great
things, we must dream as
well as act.”
— Anatole France
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Make Your Dream A Reality
By: Kenia Morales

D

Do you have a dream you would like to
accomplish? Whoever you are, I am pretty
sure your answer is yes. Okay, now I am
going to give you the secret to turn your
dream in to a reality. Are you ready? I
hope so. Such a great tip can make all the
difference from being a person of success or
just a person full of wishes.

JUST GET STARTED!

I can almost hear you now, replying: Okay,
can you please tell me the secret and stop
all the chi-chat! Since you are begging for it
here it is: When you have a dream or goals

For example, Leyla is a single mom that has
a full time job and already feels that there
is not enough time during the day to go
back to school. Instead of concentrating on
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Just getting started means that once you are
sure of what you want, start walking towards
your goal. Do not think about it so much
and instead of focusing on the reasons why
you cannot do it, focus on how to find a
tactic to do it.

the time she does not have, she can spend
it thinking about how she can fit school in
her daily schedule. She can also cut off some
daily activities like watching three hours of
TV to just one; maybe she can pay a teenager
to watch her kids for an hour or two in her
home while she does her homework, or
cut off some of her cleaning time and pay
someone else to do at least half of it. Perhaps,
she can look into those new online education
programs, she enrolls, and then does most
of her school work while her child sleeps in
the next room.

Noticed how I mention she enrolled on a
distance education program the moment
right after she did some research. What
happened was that once she did the research,
understood how it works, and felt it would
be a good decision, she jumped right in to
it. Now she is back in school, pursuing her
education, and has never being happier.
Of course, life is not perfect and she
misses having more time for extracurricular
activities. However, she understands how
important getting an education is. How can
she go wrong if everyday she is a step closer

towards her degree?
So back to you now, what is your life dream?
What is stopping you from pursuing your
objective? How can you overcome obstacles?
And last but most importantly GET
STARTED! Starting a goal that you will
commit to is the first step to becoming a
person of success. The first step is often the
hardest because it will be when you confront
your internal fears, but at the same time
it will give you a confidence boost that is
necessary to continue your venture. So stop

waiting and get started now.
Kenia Morales is the publisher of online
magazine http://kpatra.com “For Every
Aspect of Today’s Woman”. Visit her site to
find a variety of women related issues and
topics. www.kpatra.com/keniascolumn.htm
to find Kenia’s little piece of heaven, her
inspirational column.
keniamorales@kpatra.com
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Individuals and Companies
who exemplify these traits
of SUCCESS can be found
on our website in the
‘Profiles’ section
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